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Delaware Thoroughbred Racing Commission 
Minutes of Meeting Held On 

October 11, 2017 
 

The Delaware Thoroughbred Racing Commission held a meeting on 
 Wednesday, October 11, 2017 at 10:05 a.m., in the Horsemen’s Office, 

At 777 Delaware Park Blvd, Wilmington, DE 19804. 
 

The following Commission members were present: 

W. Duncan Patterson, Jr., Chairman 

Edward J. Stegemeier, Secretary-Commissioner 

Henry J. Decker, Commissioner 

Richard A. Levine Esq., Commissioner 

Debra M. Killeen, Commissioner 

 
The following individuals also were present: 

Andrew G. Kerber, Esq., Deputy Attorney General, Commission Counsel 

Oliver Cleary, Esq., Deputy Attorney General, Stewards Counsel 

Dr. Susan Botts, DTRC, Chief Commission Veterinarian 

Frederick L. Burkhardt, DTRC, Steward 

James Lages, DTRC, Steward 

Reese Howard, DTRC, Safety Steward 

Teena Appleby, DTRC, Chief Inspector 

John E. Mooney, Executive Director of Racing, Delaware Park 

Kevin DeLucia, Sr. Vice President & CFO, Racing-Administration, Delaware Park 

Chris Sobocinski, Racing Information Coordinator, Delaware Park 

Jeff Ganc, Security, Delaware Park 

Nancy Myshko, Delaware Park, HR, Senior Vice President 

Bessie Gruwell, Executive Director, DTHA 

David Scott Peck, President, DTHA 

Heriberto Rivera, Jr., Jockeys Guild 

Robert Colton, Delaware Jockeys Association 

Susan McBride, Appellant 

Keiber Coa, Jockey, Witness 

Nestor Morillo, Horseman 

Tom LaMarra, Managing Editor, THAracing.com 

Kim Hurley, Wilcox and Fetzer, Court Reporter 

Molly Church, DTRC, Administrative Asst. (recording minutes) 

 
 
1. WELCOME & CALL TO ORDER 

 
At approximately 10:06 A.M., Chairman Duncan Patterson called the meeting to order.   
 

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES (SEPTEMBER 13, 2017 MEETING) 
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  Mr. Andrew Kerber noted that he would like there to be one change made to the minutes from the 
September 13, 2017 meeting regarding some language from Eric Pullman’s presentation about Post Time 
Poker. Where the minutes said,  
 
 “…Mr. Kerber informed Mr. Pullman that the Commission and Delaware Park will have to determine 
whether the game would be legal in Delaware and in compliance with the Delaware Code,” 
 
  Mr. Kerber thought it would be more appropriate for the minutes to say, 
 
 “…Mr. Kerber advised the Commission and the State of Delaware will have to determine whether the 
game would be legal in Delaware prior to the Commission taking a vote to support the game at Delaware 
Park.” 
 
 Mr. Kerber further went on to say that he did have Post Time Poker get in touch with the appropriate 
people at the Office of Gaming Enforcement, and that they have been starting the process of an 
application with them to see if Post Time Poker can be recognized as a non-gambling entity. 
 
 Upon a motion duly made (Levine) and seconded (Stegemeier), the minutes from the September 13, 
2017 meeting were otherwise approved, pending the changes that Mr. Kerber suggested. 

 
3. PUBLIC HEARING ON APPEAL 

 
A. Ms. Susan McBride- Appeal of Stewards disqualification of MAGNIFICENTMINDSET, Race 1, 
September 30, 2017 
DTRC Rules 14.15, 14.19 
 
 At this time, Deputy Attorney General called upon appellant Ms. Susan McBride and her witness 
Mr. Keiber Coa. Ms. McBride was appealing the Stewards disqualification of 
MAGNIFICENTMINDSET in Race 1, on September 30, 2017. The rules in violation were Commission 
rules 14.15 and 14.19.  Verbatim testimony was taken by the court reporter. 
  
 At the conclusion of testimony and following the Commission’s public deliberations, 
Commissioner-Secretary Edward Stegemeier made a motion to uphold the decision of the Stewards’ 
disqualification of MAGNIFICENTMINDSET in Race 1, on September 30, 2017. Commissioner Debra 
Killeen seconded. The vote was unanimous. 
 

4. DECISION AND ORDER SIGNINGS 
 
A. Mr. Jeffrey Trosclair- Appeal Protest Race 8.12.17 
Disqualification of LANGDARMA in Race 8 on August 12, 2017 
 
 At this time, Mr. Kerber presented the Commission with the Decision and Order for Mr. Jeffrey 
Trosclair’s Appeal of the Stewards’ Disqualification of LANGDARMA in Race 8 on August 12, 2017.  
Each of the Commissioners signed this. 
 
B. Mr. Rancy Nunley- Appeal of Stewards’ Ruling 57-2017 
90 Day Suspension and $2.500 fine (Violation in Claiming Rules) 
DTRC Rule Number(s): 2.5.1, 2.5.1.18, 2.5.1.20, 3.3, 3.4, 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.3, 3.4.1.4, 4.4.15, 13.7, 
18.1, 18.1.1, and 18.1.3   
 
 At this time, Mr. Kerber presented the Commission with the Decision and Order for Mr. Randy 
Nunley’s Appeal of the Stewards’ Ruling 57-2017. Each of the Commissioners signed this. 
 

5. OLD BUSINESS 
 
 A. ARCI v 8.1 RULE CHANGE UPDATE 
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 Mr. Kerber said that he was not fully clear on what was changed in version 8.1 of the ARCI rules, 
but he will research these updates and how they impact the Commission.  Chairman Patterson 
suggested that this topic be deferred until the November meeting until the Commission got more 
clarification. 
  
  

6. NEW BUSINESS 
 
 A. 2017 RMTC EXTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM (EQAP RESULTS) 
  

  Chairman Patterson announced that the RMTC recently released the results from the first round 
 of their 2017 RMTC External Quality Assurance Program.  Truesdail Laboratories scored 100% on 
 this round of proficiency evaluations. Chairman Patterson, Secretary-Commissioner Stegemeier, and 
 Executive Director Mr. John Wayne had the opportunity to meet with representatives of Truesdail 
 recently. Chairman Patterson reported that it was a good meeting and that he is very comfortable with 
 the work that Truesdail is doing.   Secretary-Commissioner Stegemeier said that one of the questions 
 asked to Truesdail was, in terms of testing, if Delaware is still testing at a higher level than other 
 jurisdictions. Truesdail said this is no longer the case and most other jurisdictions are on equal 
 grounds with Delaware. Commissioner Killeen remarked that this was very good news. Secretary-
 Commissioner Stegemeier agreed. 
 
  Chairman Patterson asked Mr. James Lages about his opinion on Truesdail and if the Stewards 
 were still comfortable with the laboratory. Mr. Lages confirmed that the Stewards are satisfied and 
 that the laboratory is very reliable. Some trainers have asked for split samples, and Truesdail’s results 
 have been supported by other laboratories as well.  
  
  B. DISCUSSION OF NEW PENNSYLVANIA STATE RACING COMMISSION RULE-   
  “JUDGES/STEWARDS LIST INELIGIBILITY TO RACE FOR CLASS 1, 2, OR 3 POSITIVES” 
 
  Chairman Patterson presented a new rule being enforced by the Pennsylvania State Racing 
 Commission called “Horse Positives- Judges/Stewards List Ineligibility to Race”. It states that, 
 
   “…in addition to any penalties imposed upon an owner, trainer, veterinarian, or other 
 licensee as a result of a medication or drug positive, the horse which tested positive for the prohibited 
 substance, shall be placed on the Judges/Stewards list and shall be ineligible to participate in racing 
 for the following period of time: 
 
  Class 1 or 2 drugs (as defined in the ARCI Uniform Classification Guidelines) shall be ineligible to 
 race for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of confirmation of the positive split sample. 
 
  Class 3 drugs or high blood gas (TCO2) readings shall be ineligible for a period of thirty (30) days 
 from the date of the confirmation of the positive split sample.” 
  
  Commissioner Henry Decker said that unless more than one state adopts this rule, it will not be 
 too  effective.  He is not promoting passing the rule at this time, but he requests that the Executive 
 Director find out if the Director of the Bureau of Thoroughbred Horse Racing in Pennsylvania has 
 approved this rule, and also to check with Maryland, New Jersey, and New York to see if they are in 
 favor of this.   
  
  Commissioner Decker went on to say that he believes this would certainly deter the doping of 
 horses, but if only one or two jurisdictions pass this rule, it would only hurt the jurisdictions due to
 less horses racing. He suggested that the Commission keep it in the back of their minds and to also  
 see how other jurisdictions respond to it. 
 
  Chairman Patterson also said that this is nationally under consideration because the current 
 suspension system is not working. Trainers who are suspended often have someone take their place 
 until their suspension is over, defeating the purpose.  Chairman Patterson spoke to Sam Elliot of Parx 
 and was told that they are moving forward with this rule. Chairman Patterson applauded them for 
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 doing so.  Chairman Patterson believes this will eventually be adopted nationally but it takes time to 
 get all of the jurisdictions on board with rule changes. 
 
  To clarify, Chairman Patterson went over what the different Class (Class 1, 2, or 3) Drugs 
 mean. 
 
  Class 1 Drugs have a high potential to affect performance. These include amphetamines and 
 depressants.  Class 2 Drugs do not have as high of a potential to affect performance, but they may 
 have therapeutic agents which may often lead to abuse. Class 3 Drugs can also be therapeutic, such 
 as anabolic steroids. 
 
  Commissioner Decker asked Chairman Patterson if this can be left on the agenda for the  next 
 following months for updates. Chairman Patterson replied that it can be. 
 
  Before moving on, Mr. Kevin DeLucia mentioned a recent court ruling that took place
 regarding a trainer’s absolute responsibility.  He asked the Commission how this affects Delaware. 
 Chairman Patterson said that as of now, this ruling has no effect on any other jurisdictions, but is 
 currently under appeal in Kentucky. Chairman Patterson spoke with Alan Foreman about this.   
 
  C. PROPOSAL OF RULE 13.13.1a (CLAIMING-PRESENCE IN PADDOCK) (Mr. James Lages) 
 
  At this time, Mr. Lages presented the Commission with the Proposal of Rule 13.13.1a. This 
 proposal states,  
 
  “Unless authorized by the Stewards to saddle for another trainer, trainers or owners who do not 
 have a horse in a claiming race are prohibited from entering the paddock. Claims submitted by any 
 party who violates this rule will be voided by the Stewards.” 
 
  Mr. Lages stated that this rule has always been an “unspoken” rule and a custom of the Turf.  It 
 was brought to the Stewards’ attention when a trainer had a horse claimed and another trainer was in 
 the paddock getting a close look at this horse. There was a protest for the claim and  the 
 Stewards voided it based on the fact that the trainer was getting a close look at the horse. 
 
  Commissioner Decker asked Mr. Lages what was wrong with a trainer doing this.  Mr. Lages 
 explained that it gives an unfair advantage to the trainer and if it were allowed, it would possibly 
 create chaos. There have been times when there are multiple claims on a horse, and there would be 
 even more if every trainer had the opportunity to closely view the horse in the paddock. 
 
  Ms. Bessie Gruwell said that she and most other trainers have always known this to be a rule, 
 even though it was an unspoken one.  Chairman Patterson agreed.  
 
  Mr. Mooney said that by adding this rule, however, he does not think that this problem is being 
 solved because there are still “spies” on the backside who inform trainers if a horse is suitable to be 
 claimed.  Chairman Patterson said that though this is true, the rule eliminates the problem of multiple 
 trainers hovering around a horse in a paddock and it just cements the rule which most trainers know 
 and are following anyway.  
 
  At this time, Commissioner Decker made a motion to approve the Proposed Rule, 13.13.1a.   
 Commissioner Stegemeier seconded. The vote was unanimous.   
 
  At this time, Horseman Nestor Morillo asked the Commission why there wasn’t a set rule about 
 what distance after the gate that contact is considered interference (typically three strides).  Chairman 
 Patterson informed Mr. Morillo that this was already discussed in Ms. McBride’s appeal and that he 
 would not entertain more discussion on this. Commissioner Decker noted that this is the Stewards’ 
 call. 
 
 
 Summary of Activities Report for September 2017  
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Mr. Wayne presented the following statistical information for the month of September via e-mail. 
Chief Inspector Teena Appleby took Mr. Wayne’s place at the meeting during his absence.  

 

                                                                              September 2017                Year-To-Date 
Number of Persons Fingerprinted 28          228 
Fingerprint Fees Collected  $2,212.00                                $18,012.00 
DTRC Licenses Issued                383           4,203 
Fines & Appeal Fees Collected            $1,800.00                                $23,176.23 
License Fees Collected                 $17,220.00                                $171,860.00 

 
Other Statistics during September 
ARCI National Surveys answered 9 
Contacts from Police Agencies 7 
Contacts from Video Lottery Enforcement  6 
Freedom of Information Act Request for Info 0 
National Racing Compact Reviews 2 
National Racing Compact Applications Rec’d 23 
Contacts from Racing Industry Groups 14 
Contacts from other Racing Commissions 21 
Contacts from other Race Associations 12 
Contacts from the General Public 12 
Contacts from Horsemen 18 
Media Contacts 4 
Contacts from Racing Officials Accreditation  13 
Program (ROAP) 

 
  Chairman Patterson reminded the Commission to review Mr. Wayne’s e-mail with these 
 statistics in them and e-mail him for any questions. 
 
  Ms. Appleby reported that on the September 30, 2017 Owners Day event, there was one 
 Stewards’ scratch due to the trainer treating the horse within 24 hours with Pepto Bismol.  She 
 believes there is some disconnect with trainers about what is allowed and what is not, but she 
 has been trying to convey to them as much as possible that horses may not have any medication 
 or drugs in their system within 24 hours of race day.  
 
  Commissioner Decker asked what Pepto Bismol would do for a horse. Ms. Appleby 
 replied that it coats the horse’s stomach and makes them more comfortable.  
 
  Ms. Appleby also went on to report that there was one assault with a knife in the 
 backside, but the perpetrator was ejected by Delaware Park Security.  State Police was called as 
 well.  
 
  Ms. Appleby also explained that the jockey’s visit to the Nemour AI DuPont’s Children 
 Hospital was successful. A press release was included in the Commissioners’ packets. 
  
 
 

7.  REPORT FROM DTRC CHIEF COMMISSION VETERINARIAN-HEALTH REPORT 
AND INFORMATION  
    
 

 At this time, Dr. Susan Botts presented her Health Report for the month of September. In 

September, there were 5 musculoskeletal fatalities in racing and 2 in training.  Most of these fatalities 

took place between the turn and the stretch. There was a mixture of different injuries. Dr. Botts 

reported that there was a shoulder fracture that took place on the turf, similar to a previous injury 

earlier in the meet that also took place on the Turf. Chairman Patterson asked Dr. Botts what she 
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would attribute this to. Dr. Botts answered that she does not know for sure, but it is believed that the 

horse clipped heels, went down, and landed on that shoulder.  The horse did not appear to be 

unsound prior to the clipping of the heels.   

  

 Chairman Patterson asked Dr. Botts if she saw any overall trend in this upsurge of catastrophic 

injuries. Dr. Botts said that the quality of the bloodstock is not as good as it has been in previous 

years. She also says that there have been changes in the racetrack itself. She said that when the 

track was deeper, there were a lot of bow tendons, but those are not catastrophic. Dr. Botts also 

thinks that horses are racing too close between races.  Many come back in 10-14 days which is tough 

on thoroughbreds.  

 

 Dr. Botts said that many other racing jurisdictions are experiencing this heightened number of 

fatalities, including New York and New Jersey. 

 

 Chairman Patterson recently spoke with Dr. Palmer, who said that the boutique meets, such as 

the Saratoga meet, seem to have much higher catastrophic breakdown rates because there is a lot 

more pressure for trainers to have horses ready by a certain time for specific races, rather than in a 

bit more relaxed environment where the meet lasts for months or even a year.  

 

 Chairman Patterson also noted that some of the problem may be attributed to the fact that many 

owners and trainers are having to race their horses more frequently in order to break even, let alone 

profit. Commissioner Levine said that the high rates may even just be considered “dumb luck”, 

statistically. Chairman Patterson ended by saying that there are no easy answers to this. 

 

 

 Commissioner Levine asked who compiles the format of the vet reports.  Dr. Botts said that the 

chart was compiled this way long before she started working with the Commission and Ms. Gruwell 

confirmed that it has been this way since the 1990’s. Commissioner Levine said that though the 

information is all present, the format is confusing.  

 

  

   

8. REPORT FROM DELAWARE THOROUGHBRED HORSEMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

 A. Delaware Certified Thoroughbred Program’s Report 

  Ms. Gruwell reported that many horses have come into the program from the 

 yearling sale at Timonium. There will be at least another 10-15 horses whose certifiers 

 will be turning  in paperwork to enter the program as well. So far, there have been 99 

 total applications received in 2017, 92 of those being for yearlings and 7 for weanlings. 

  So far in 2017, there have been 191 Delaware Certified horses start 519 times 

 with 73 wins, 60 seconds, and 72 thirds. The program has paid out a total of 

 $647,340.00 in 2017.  

  Ms. Gruwell reported that the Special Account Monthly Balance is $633,235.96 

 as of the end of September.  

  The Delaware Certified Stakes were held on Owners Day,  September 30. 

 Chairman Patterson asked Ms. Gruwell if all of the purse money on Owners Day comes 

 out of the Delaware Certified Fund.  Ms. Gruwell responded that the purse money comes 
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 from the purse account, and the Certifier bonus money comes out of the Fund.  

 Chairman Patterson asked about the increase in purses of the Delaware Certified 

 stakes.  Ms. Gruwell reported that none of those races had a Delaware Certified horse 

 finish 1st, 2nd, or 3rd this year. 

  Commissioner Decker asked Ms. Gruwell about the year-to-date bonus payouts.  

 Ms. Gruwell projects that the program will have paid out more in bonuses in 2017 than in 

 2016. So far in 2017 there has been $674,340.00 paid out in bonuses. They want to 

 leave the bonuses at 50% so that the owner and the certifier each get 25%.  

  Ms. Gruwell went on to explain that the program did offer new incentives this 

 year. They increased the Open Stakes Delaware Certified bonus to $10,000. The 2 

 Owners Day Stakes also had a $50,000 bonus but neither of those races had a 

 Delaware Certified horse finish 1st, 2nd, or 3rd.  

  DTHA President Scott Peck noted that they are trying to convey to the horsemen 

 the benefits of having Delaware Certified horses even if their horses are Maryland or 

 Pennsylvania bred.  

  Mr. Peck also noted that it can sometimes be hit-and-miss because they cannot 

 be sure how many horses will enter the program each year and they would like to 

 ensure that they have enough money to pay out their bonuses.    

   Secretary-Commissioner noted that most of the applications that the Program 

 gets are received between October-December.  Ms. Gruwell affirmed this and said many 

 Certifiers wait until the last minute to try and get their horses entered by December 31. 

 Before moving on, Chairman Patterson asked Mr. DeLucia about a memorandum that the 

Department of Agriculture sent to Governor Carney.  This memorandum presents facts and figures 

through September 2017 vs. 2016 in terms of total race days, total races per day, total handle, and so 

on.  Through September, there were 4 less racing days because the meet was started later in the 

year.  Total revenue for race day was up 2.8% which Mr. DeLucia described as the best indication of 

how the meet is going.  Handle per race day is up 4.5%.  He attributes this to the amount of show 

wagering on the day of the Delaware Handicap and because there were a few large show pools for 

the Arabian races.  

 

 Mr. DeLucia said that they are currently ahead, and will hopefully be still ahead when the meet 

ends on October 21.  The Thoroughbred handle per race day is up a little over 1%. The Arabians are 

up 10%, due to there being good Arabian horses and races. Commissioner Decker asked Mr. 

DeLucia if the Commission can get an updated chart at the end of the meet, to which Mr. DeLucia 

replied they could.  

 

 Commissioner Levine asked why the Arabian handle was up so much.  Mr. DeLucia answered 

that the number of Arabian races were up 24% from 2016.  There were 2 or 3 races with very large 

show pools as well. The handle is also higher because there are more Arabians stabled in Delaware 

this year. There has been a huge push by Mr. Alan Kirshner to get more Arabian horses racing in 

Delaware. Ms. Gruwell added that there have been 2 or 3 new Arabian trainers in this year, one of 

which is Delaware Park’s leading trainer.  
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 Commissioner Levine asked if better horses run on the Turf than on the dirt. Chairman Patterson 

answered that there is a big difference in the quality. The more successful trainers run their horses on 

the Turf. 

 

9. PUBLIC COMMENT 

  

  

 There was no public comment at this time. 

 

10. EXECUTIVE SESSION 

 

 Upon a motion duly made (Decker) and seconded (Stegemeier), public session was moved to 

executive session at the Delaware Park administrative office at approximately 11:58. Mr. Kerber 

indicated that there would be no Public Session following Executive Session. 

 

11. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 

 







Bessie's DCTP Report October 9, 2017

Yearly Stats and Amounts

2017 DCTP Applications Weanlings Yearlings Total

Jan - Mar 0 23 23

Apr - Jun 1 30 31

July - Sept 3 32 35

Oct - Dec 3 7 10

Total Applications 7 92 99

2016 DCTP Applications Weanlings Yearlings Total

Jan - Mar 1 20 21

Apr - Jun 2 24 26

July - Sept 14 33 47

Oct - Dec 38 93 131

Total Applications 55 170 225

2015 DCTP Applications Weanlings Yearlings Totals

Jan - Mar 0 15 15

Apr - Jun 0 28 28

Jul - Sept 14 40 54

Oct - Dec 33 65 98

Total Applications 47 148 195

2014 DCTP Applications Weanlings Yearlings Totals

Jan - Mar 0 27 27

Apr - Jun 4 39 43

Jul - Sept 19 49 68

Oct - Dec 30 58 88

Total Applications 53 173 226

2015 Certifier Amount Owner Amount Total for Month

May 40,420.00$                      40,420.00$             80,840.00$                

June 106,880.00$                   106,880.00$           213,760.00$              

July 76,345.00$                      76,345.00$             152,690.00$              

August 92,220.00$                      92,220.00$             184,440.00$              

Sept 131,407.50$                   78,157.50$             209,565.00$              

Oct 49,727.50$                      49,727.50$             99,455.00$                

Dec (DQ ruling) 2,500.00$                        2,500.00$                5,000.00$                   

499,500.00$                   446,250.00$           

945,750.00$              

Total 2 Yr olds for 2017 - 228



Bessie's DCTP Report October 9, 2017

Yearly Stats and Amounts

2016 Certifier Amount Owner Amount Total for Month

May 30,335.00$                      30,335.00$             60,670.00$                

June 63,418.75$                      63,418.75$             126,837.50$              

July 63,065.00$                      63,065.00$             126,130.00$              

August 76,995.00$                      76,995.00$             153,990.00$              

Sept 100,686.87$                   47,436.87$             148,123.74$              

Oct 40,597.50$                      40,597.50$             81,195.00$                

Dec (Correction) 935.00$                           935.00$                   1,870.00$                   

376,033.12$                   322,783.12$           

Total 698,816.24$              

2017

June 57,465.00$                      57,465.00$             114,930.00$              

July 79,765.00$                      79,765.00$             159,530.00$              

August 82,122.50$                      82,122.50$             164,245.00$              

Sept 157,630.00$                   78,005.00$             235,635.00$              

Oct

Delaware Certified Special Acct -Monthly Balance - 2016

Transactions Balance

Oct Bonus (81,195.00)$                    360,441.72$           

Oct Interest 140.00$                           360,581.72$           

Nov interest 101.68$                           360,683.40$           

Dec (Correction) 1,870.00$                        358,813.40$           

Dec interest 91.33$                              358,904.73$           

Delaware Certified Special Acct - Monthly Balance - 2017

January 1,000,000.00$                1,358,904.73$        

January-5% (50,000.00)$                    1,308,904.73$        

January Interest 195.55$                           1,309,100.28$        

February Interest 300.86$                           1,309,401.14$        

March Interest 354.67$                           1,309,755.81$        

April Interest 301.00$                           1,310,056.81$        

May interest 333.34$                           1,310,390.15$        

June interest 334.18$                           1,310,734.33$        

June Bonus (114,930.00)$                  1,195,804.33$        

July Bonus (159,530.00)$                  1,036,274.33$        

July Interest 301.61$                           1,036,575.94$        

August Bonus (164,245.00)$                  872,330.94$           

August Interest 299.11$                           872,630.05$           

Sept Bonus 235,635.00$                   636,995.05$           

Sept Interest 240.91$                           637,235.96$           

Total 2 Yr olds for 2017 - 228



Year # of Starters # of Starts 1st 2nd 3rd 25% Cert 25%  Owner Totals

2017 191 519 73 60 72 376,982.50$   297,357.50$    674,340.00$         

2016 204 631 73 86 93 376,033.12$   322,783.12$    698,816.24$         

2015 240 709 97 106 115 446,250.00$   499,500.00$    945,750.00$         

2014 271 779 105 105 112 478,120.75$   531,371.57$    1,009,492.32$      

2013 270 713 97 99 102 416,504.00$   470,722.00$    887,226.00$         

2012 318 943 138 140 146 437,340.00$   409,503.00$    846,843.00$         

2011 414 1331 166 189 181 715,099.86$   773,251.86$    1,488,351.72$      

2010 364 1150 142 180 146 705,631.25$   778,203.75$    1,483,835.00$      

2009 287 922 105 120 121 511,810.00$   584,382.50$    1,096,192.50$      

2008 210 690 94 82 109 367,963.60$   433,265.20$    801,228.80$         

2007 271 608 90 87 102 331,809.00$   355,609.00$    687,418.00$         

2006 139 476 68 61 72 201,286.80$   214,936.80$    416,223.60$         

2005 99 366 52 49 53 179,690.00$   193,340.00$    373,030.00$         

2004 56 134 20 19 19 44,947.00$     44,947.00$      89,894.00$           

2003 9 17 7 3 2 13,505.00$     13,505.00$      27,010.00$           

11,525,651.18$   
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